
Character Bio for Norman C. Larks 
Name: Norman Cummings Larks 
 
Family: Father –Mark Larks (Divorced, Has custody of Norman) 
 Mother – Sara Price (Divorced) 
 Step Mother - Veronica Domnel-Larks 
 Sister – Hope Larks (Not born yet) 
 Fiancé – Marilyn McCluskey 
 
Age: 18 
Birthdate: July 21, 1988 
 
Eye Color: Bowm 
Hair Color: Black Length: Short 
 
Distinguishing Marks: Tattoos 
 
Tattoos:  

Ying Yang symbol with the words ‘Always look on the bright side of life’ 
 Located on his right chest. 
Emblem of the Klingon Empire with the words ‘A dish best severed cold.’ 

Located on his left shoulder. 
The Star Trek logo 
 Located on his left chest. 
Father tiger and his cub sitting together 

Located on his right shoulder.  
 

Race: Human  Nationality: American  Gender: Male  Dominant Hand: Right 
Height: 5' 11"  Weight: 135lbs 
 
Appearance: Norman’s appearance has changed a lot over the last year. Where he used to dress more 
like a geek now days, he either dresses in heavy metal t-shirts and jeans or he is in business casual. The 
latter dress is because of his work. His skin is now flawless thanks to the healing that the Fae deity did to 
him. He also no longer has any cybernetic from the healing but his immune systems have been repaired. 
 
Bio: Norman mom left shortly after he was born. She didn’t want a child hurt her movie career. She gave 
Mark full custody. She didn’t even what visitation rights. His dad raised him as best as he could. His 
father is a FX & Makeup artist. Norman was partly raised along with his cousins Jeff and Molly. They split 
living in Los Angeles and San Francisco. Once in a while is father would get a long term job in another 
location and they would move to the new location. Early in Norman’s life he showed signs that he was a 
genius. By the age of six he started taking apart any mechanical device he could get his hands on. The 
only reason he didn’t finished high school is because they moved out of country a few times. When he 
turned 15 his father gave him gifts of Vulcan prosecute ears.  A proud moment for his father was when he 
built his own motorcycle. Of course it was the bike from Tron: Legacy. He passed his motorcycle license 
in one try on his 16th birthday. He is part owner of Larks Technologies, the company that his father 
created for him to attached his inventions too. The other owner is his cousin, Rebecca Thompson. Who 
gain ownership of the company when Norman was though was dead over the summer in 2006. He was 
really lost between tick and tock. i.e. a plane without time.   
 
Skills: Auto Mechanics, Mechanical Engineer, Electronics, Advance Mathematics, Star Trek Lore, 
Science Fiction Lore, Chess, Computer Repair, Gunsmith, First Aid, Firearms, Robotics, Aerodynamics, 
Quantum Mechanics, Basic Chemistry, & Basic Human Biology. 
 
Degrees: BS in Mechanical Engineer, BS in Electrical Engineer   
 
Languages: English, Italian, Klingon, Vulcan, & Spanish. 



 
Licenses: Motorcycle, Automobile, Carry & Conceal, & Federal Firearms Licenses 
 
Powers:  

Supernatural Intelligent: IQ of 252+, Eidetic Memory 
 
Intuitive Genius: Norman has a superhuman intuitive talent for inventing mechanical devices. 

His mutant ability functions as perception, as he possesses the ability to visually perceive “mechanical 
energy” (the kinetic energy and potential energy present in the components of mechanical systems) in 
action. This power allows Norman to instinctively know and understand the potential and functional 
operations of any machine or technological device in his visual range, a skill that combined with his 
supernatural intelligence allows him to conceive, design and build mechanical devices; and operate, 
modify and disassemble existing technology or create countermeasures for it. 
 
At Start of HSH: Chief Engineer of the R&D Department at Larks Technology. Part owner of Larks 
Technology. Senior as RBHS. Working on BS in Materials Science and BS is Engineering Science at 
Berkeley. 
 
 


